TOY: #429

NAME: See-Inside Shapes Puzzle

PIECES: 9 + base

AGE: 2 years and up

LEVEL: Toddler Preschool

PRICE: $15.00

MANUFACTURE: Lights, Camera, and Interactions!

LINK: https://sl.ocls.ca/uhtbin/cgisirsi/x/0/0/57/5/0?searchdata1=266729%7BCKEY%7D&searchfield1=GENERAL%5ESUBJECT%5EGENERAL%5E%5E&user_id=WEBSERVER

DESCRIPTION: This puzzle contains different shapes. Under each puzzle piece on the base there is an illustrated picture.

CHILDREN AND PLAY: The children will do the puzzle as they decide which shaped fits into the base. This will help the children acknowledge shapes around them and learn why some shapes are useful. This puzzle is a good way to start teaching children about shapes and what objects resemble certain shapes.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT: Cognitive Development:
   Visual discrimination
     -shape, colour, size
   Science
     -decision making

   Physical Development:
     Fine Motor
     -manual dexterity
     Gross Motor
     -eye-hand coordination

CARE: As a courtesy to others, please clean and return intact.
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